Abstract -Wave scattering problems in irregular waveguides are investigated. The proposed algorithm for solving such problems is based on the reduction of the scattering problem to an interior boundary value problem in the irregular section.This problem is solved in general form by the boundary integral equation method and then the solutions in regular and irregular sections are matched.
uls, = 0, uls, = U,, 1 = 1, 2,
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where So is the part of Scorresponding to WO, and S,, t = 1,2, are the common boundaries of WO and By Green's formula one gets where No = So US, US,, r,r' E No are the integration and observation points, respectively, G(r,r') is the Green function of equation (1) 
Such kind of relations should be written also for regular waveguides y , W, and continuity conditions for U, &/aN at S,, S, should be satisfied From (3a), (3b) one gets
where and B = -drag({ipt)), (zpf))) Substituting (14) into (13) yields a linear algebraic system of equations with respect to the unknown coefficients Rn(z), I = 1,2
Fig. 1. Geometry of the test problem
This method was applied to the test problem solved previously [Z] by the cross section method (see e.g. 
